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Bookstore Prices
Not Set for Profit
By Anna Gallegos

Scott Carawav

Zopilotes goalie Bruce Brantley guards against a shot by Pat Byrne in a game of ""pick-up"
roller hockey on the UNM mall. The Zopilotes have about 25 regular part-time players, but
they always like to check out new talent.

State's Baby Foods Pass Safety Test
SANTA FE (UPI) - State health
officials said Thursday EDB residue
levels found in baby foods tested in
New Mexico are below the standards adopted by the state last
month.
Based on Health and Environment Department testing for residue
from the soil fumigant banned in the
United States, HED official Jon
Thompson said the state will not be

recalling any baby food products.
New. Mexico adopted the EPA
"Our standard is one of the most standards and separate standards for
conservative adopted by the states baby foods and citrus fruit.
and more than adequate to protect
The state already has tested some
the public," he said.
food products and is in the process of
While the United State has ban- testing citrus fruits. State officials
ned the chemical, other countries said grain products will be tested as
still use it. Last month, the federal the last phase of the project.
Environmental Protection Agency
EDB has been found to cause canrecommended maximum EDB residue levels for grain and grain- cer in lab animals and is suspected of
being a human carcinogen.
based products.

The University of New Mexico
Bookstore is not a "profit-making"
business but part of an auxiliary service for UNM. Its overall aim is ''to
come out roughly even,'' said bookstore director A.O. Jackson.
"There might be a little net income,'' said Jackson, who has been
at the bookstore since 1957, but he
said any income goes to pay other
bills incurred by the bookstore or
other auxiliaries.
The store, Student Union Building, golf course, donnitories and
dining hall, married student housing
and Student Health Center arc all
auxiliaries, said Doyle Kimbrough,
UNM fiscal director.
Money left over after the store
pays utilities, salaries and wages and
freight costs goes into a general pool
"which helps fund all auxiliaries,"
Kimbrough said.
The main bookstore and the North
Campus branch sell texts, school
supplies, gift items, souvenirs,
toiletries and athletic equipment.
Jackson said textbooks generally
have a 20 percent to 25 percent price
markup which is often set by the
publishers.
School supplies and gift items are
marked up from wholesale about 40
percent, he said.
Books still in use and in current
editions can be sold back to the
bookstore at about half the original
price.
Jackson said the number of books
brought back by students for resale
is small but has been increasing in
the last few years.
"We buy back about lO percent
of the books we sell,'' he said.
The shelf price of a used book is
15 percent of the original retail
price, he said.
For example, one Astronomy 101

text's new price is $29.95, and its
used price is $21.95. The bookstore
will buy this text at the end of the
semester for $14 ..50, half the original price, but will pay only $9 if sold
now.
Jackson said a book can be sold
back to the bookstore for as long as it
is used by a professor.
In the case of the astronomy book,
the used price would be set at $21.95
after each sales transaction.
Although it may appear that the
bookstore is making a profit many
times over on used books, Jackson
said it isn'tso because the store must
"clean up" the books, mark prices
and shelf them again.
He explained that used books arc
considered new sales transaction!-.
which require employee and bookstore time.
If a new edition is printed, the
store will not buy the old edition
because they have no value, Jackson
said.
"If a teacher changes texts for a
course, the student can only get about 25 percent of the list price,'' he
said.
He said old editions are then sold
to a company which finds other universities that use the text.
Jackson said if books, which
account for about 80 percent of the
bookstore's volume, were sold to
students at wholesale, students
wouldn't be saving anything.
"If you sell books at wholesale
prices, the student would have to
pay higher fees somewhere else.··
he said.
Jackson said the Ad Hoc Bookstore Advisory Committee. which
discusses ways of improving the
store, will meet at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in Anderson School of Management Room 228.
He said there has been low student
turnout at past meetings.

Professor Says Note Should Be Taken~~~~-------.
Of Arms Traffic, Nuclear Proliferation
mic and moral motives.
The Arms Traffic Convention of
Public attention on the arms race 1919 that involved China remained
has focused primarily on the super- enforced untill930. It was symbolic
powers - the United States and the but failed because the embargo was
Soviet Union- but another arms enforced on China, the Chinese
race that is "even more dangerous" didn't support it and other nations
is international arms traffic in con- didn't comply with the treaty,
ventional weapons and nuclear pro- Pugach said.
liferation, said a University of New
He said post World War II arms
Mexico professor.
embargos involving India and PakisNoel Pugach, associate history tan, the United Nations and South
professor, Thursday gave a historic- Africa, Arab countries and Israel,
al prospective on American efforts and Carter's attempts to limit arms
to control arms traffic and nuclear to countries disregarding human
proliferation.
rights, all failed.
Pugach said arms conflicts, in"Every effort has failed because
volving some of the smallest and nations haven't wanted to be told
poorest countries, tltreaten the in- what to do," Pugach said. "Their
volvement of the United States and priority is survival. and there ate
the Soviet Union and are fostered many producers of sophisticated
and sustained by the arms race.
arms.
He said about $25 billion a year is
Religious, political and ethnic
spent on the international traffic of conflicts have grown. Restraint by
arms.
the United States and the Soviet Un~
International traffic of arms is ion has existed because of fear of
causing a grave peril by enlarging total destruction, but it doesn't apply
the nuclear club, which consists of to smaller nations, and •'the threat
countries with nuclear weapons, he increases a hundredfold,'' Pugach
said.
said.
The spread of atomic weapons
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
since 1945 has grown to include abTreaty of 1968 has attempted to stop
out 12 countries, Pugach said.
He said arms embargos have in· non-nuclear countries from acquirvalved a variety of political, econo~ ing nuclear weapons and to prevent
By Maria DeVarenne

nuclear powers from distributing
nuclear weapons, Pugach said.
The treaty also said nuclear information for peaceful use should be
distributed to all countries, and it
required the. United States and the
Soviet Union to negotiate arms control.
Pugach said the treaty's viability
is in jeopardy be~ause many nations
that are actual or potential nuclear
powers didn't sign. The United
States and the Soviet Union have not
come to an agreement. Many na·
tions violate the treaty, he said, and
the control mechanisms aren't thorough and seem to break down.
Pugach said there is a need to
work on safe guards with nations
that acquire nuclear weapons, and
stopping political conflicts
altogether is really the best way to
prevent a nuclear disaster.
When asked if the treaty could be
renegotiated to be improved,
Pugach replied, "I don't know how
you would do it. Problems arise
basically because of conflicts.
••try to reduce the prestige of
having nuclear weapons by stressing
the peaceful benefits of nuclear tech·
nology/' he said. "It may reduce
the incentive of other nations to proceed with nuclear devel.opment, u
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Wire Report
ln1q said it~ warplanes and ships sank seven lranian
ships Thursday in the Per~ian Gulf in a new attempt to
threaten Iran's economic lifeline by blockading its oil
shipping route.
Iran said its forces in the 42-month-old Gulf War
launched yet another ground attack Wcdneoday night,
seizing a strategic bridge on the southern front and
wiping out an Iraqi brigade.

"The destruction of the naval targets is a further
demonstration of the capability oflraqi armed forces to
continue blockading enemy ports," an Iraqi military
spokesman said.
The reports raised new concern that Iran might close
the Strait of Hormuz to shipping- cutting off Western oil supplies not only from Iran but Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates as well.

The official Iraqi news agency INA said Iraq's air
and sea attack took place in the narrow Khor Moussa
inlet, a narrow chanllcl in the approaches to Iran's
.\Bandar Khomcini port.
"The destroyed targets were seen gutted by fire and
then swallowed by the waters of the sea," Iraq said,
hut it gave no details about the vessels allegedly
attacked.

Some 20 percent of the Western world's oil flows
through the 40-milc wide strait in giant supertankers.
Iran has said that if its oil shipments arc hampered' 'not
one drop" of oil will be allowed to pass through the
strait.

"Iraqi naval and air force units destroyed today
seven enemy naval targets in the Arab Gulf and shot
down two enemy jets elsewhere in the battlefront,'' a
military spokesman said.
Traders on the London shipping and insurance markets said they had no independent news from the area
to confirm or deny the Iraqi report.
"As before, it's a case of claim and counter-claim.
We have no direct word from shipping in the area
because tankers observe radio silence in the Gulf
beyond the Strait ofHormuz," a spokesman at Lloyd's
in•urancc said.

--

--·--·-

President Reagan has said the United States would
not allow the strait to be closed.
The air war also escalated. Iraq said it shot down
two oflran 's U.S .-built Phantom fighters on the southern battlefront. Iran said it shot down an Iraqi Sukhoi·
22 fighter early Thursday.
Reports from both sides indicated fierce fighting
raged in the southern marshlands to the north and east
of Basra, Iraq's second largest city and the gateway for
the country's imports,
Iran's offensive launched Feb. 21 has seen some of
the heaviest fighting of the war. Iraq reported 30,625
Iranians killed and 80,000 wounded in one week of
fighting.

BEIRUT, Lebanon- President
Amin Gemayel ended a Damascus
summit with Syrian President Hafez
Assad Thursday without announcing an expected agreement to Syrian
demands that he scrap Lebanon's
peace accord with IsraeL
In Paris, the French Foreign
Ministry said the presence of its
forces in Beirut was no longer
"appropriate" following the collapse of a French sponsored resolution to replace them with U.N.
troops.
But French Defense Minister
Charles Hernu said France would
not "for the moment" withdraw its
I ,300-man contingent ..
The plan to send U.N. troops to
Beirut was vetoed by the Soviet Union Wednesday in the Security
Council out of Moscow's desire to
bring a "just and lasting peace" to
Lebanon, the official Soviet news
agency Tass said.
Gemayel described his four-hour
meeting with Syrian President Hafez
Arsad as "quite excellent" but did
not elaborate before leaving the Syrian capital, state-run Beirut Television said.
There was no immediate official
word on Lebanon's May 17 peace

r------~~-----1 Refugee Ruling Awaited
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MCALLEN, Texas -Members
of the Sanctuary Movement today
awaited a federal magistrate's ruling
on whether there is probable cause to
prosecute a newspaper reporter and
a religious worker on felony charges
of conspiracy and transportation of
illegal Salvadoran aliens.
A prosecutor said that the charges
amount to ''just a Plain Jane old
smuggling-three-aliens case." But
backers of the movement say it
could be a test case to decide some
complicated legal questions - including whether the United States is
wrongfully refusing to accept Salvadorans as bona fide war refugees.
Dallas Times Herald reporter Jack
Edward Fischer, 30: Stacey Lynn
Merkt, 29, a member of the Bijou
House religious community in Col·
orado Springs, Colo .. and Catholic
nun Dianne M. Muhlenkamp, 36,
affiliated with he Poor Hand Maids
of Jesus Christ in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
were arrested by the Border Patrol
on Feb . .17 near Guerra, Texas.
The three were stopped in a
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Conceptions To Double Issues Info Office Renamed

Damascus Summit Ends
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by United Press International

Blockade Attempt Continues

Catholic Diocese of Brownsville car
and accused of felony conspiracy
and transportation of three Salvadorans who previously swam the Rio
Grande and made their way to Casa
Oscar Romero, a Catholic sponsored refugee center in San Benito.
Members of the Sanctuary Movement, a loose network of church
groups offering refuge to the hundreds of Central Americans fleeing
to the United States, have indicated
they want the courts to rule that they
have a constitutional right to provide
religious sanctuary to refugees.
They further contend that the United
Nations has declared Salvadorans
bona fide refugees.

agreement with Israel, which
Gemayel has been expected to abandon under pressure from Syria and
Syrian-backed Moslem rebels fighting his minority Christian government in Lebanon.
Rebel Druze Moslem leader
Walid Jumblatt, who made a surprise return to the Lebanese capital
Thursday after I 0 months of selfexile, called Gemayel' s visit to
Damascus a ''victory for Syria over
the United States."
The Syrian-backed rebel leader,
who narrowly escaped assassination
in Beirut in December 1982, also
repeated his call for Gemayel' s resignation.
"We cannot have respect for
Amin Gemayel because he bears responsibility for the Shouf mountain
war, the massacres of Sabra and
Chatila and the destruction of the
suburbs," Jumblatt told Druze
Radio.
"I strongly reiterate my call for
the resignation of Amin Gemayel,''
he said,
Jumblatt also said abrogation of
the May 17 troop withdrawal
accord, which ended a state of war
with Israel, would not in itself solve
Lebanon's internal problems.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir warned that
scrapping the agreement would be a
. "grave step" for Lebanon and
amount to the country relinquishing
its territorial sovereignty.
Despite the diplomatic activity
aimed at quelling nine years of civil
war, persistent sniper fire erupted
along the "green line" that separates Beirut into its Christian and
Moslem halves.
The warring factions also traded
mortar rounds and rocket-propelled
grenades which exploded in the sky
over the capital and rained shrapnel
down on the streets. There was also
fighting in the Shouf mountains east
of the capital.
One person died of shrapnel
wounds and more than five were
wounded in various parts of cast
Beirut, the Central News Agency
said.

Union Protests Gas Price Hikes
JUAREZ. Mexico- Members
of a maverick labor union blockaded
the offices of two Juarez gas distri·
butorships for the third day Thursday, protesting a 277 percent in·
crease in gas bills.
Roberto Delgado Urias of the
Confederation of Revolutionary
Workers said union members will
continue their demonstration until
federal negotiators from Mexico
City offer a solution.
Business leaders and the government-backed political party have
publicly criticized the demonstrators. Both the conservative and leftwing political factions in the city arc
backing the protest, however.
Company officials confirmed that
gas bills in the border city increased
by more than 277 percent in the past
year.
The government oil monopoly,
Petroleos Mexicanos, controls the

sale of natural gas throughout Mexico. In Juarez, two distributorships,
Juarez Gas and Gas Natural de
Juarez, contract with the government for distribution of the natural
gas throughout the city.
Union members are stopping customers entering the offices of the
two distributorships and urging
them not to pay as a means of protesting increases in rates.
The union also protested against a
37.5 percent increase in electricity
bills, but stopped the demonstration
after the first day when officials
agreed not to cut off electric service
for people in arrears with payments.
Gas company officials said the
union's campaign to get customers
to stop paying their bills has been
ineffective. A spokesman said 90
percent of the gas customers have
already paid their February bills, including Delgado Urias.
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By Eric Kcszler

By Steve Shoup
The Student Publications Board
Wednesday voted to allow Conceptions Southwest to publish two
issues a year and voted to accept a
timetable for choosing a new editor
for the New Mexico Daily Lobo.
Conceptions editor Chris Gonzales presented to the board a plan to
publish two low-priced issues of the
art and literary magazine a year. The
two issues would come out in March
and November.
In the past, Conceptions has published only one annual issue.
Gonzales said the current 40-page
issue, which includes eight color
pages, is "right on schedule" and is
expected to be released March 26.
Two thousand issues will be printed
and sold at $1 each, compared with
800 printed with a price of $5 apiece
last year.
This semester's issue "'ill cost
$4,200 to print, leaving about
$2,100 in the Conceptions budget,
Leftover money, revenues from the
sale of the March issue and a $2,000
budget appropriation from the
Graduate Student Association will
pay for the November issue.
Although approved by the GSA
Finance committtee, the appropriation has yet to be approved by the
GSA Council and by graduate student referendum.
''If we can prove it can work and
the students enjoy it, then I think
there's not too much of a problem
with having two," Gonzales said.
The motion to accept the twoissue poposal was made by GSA
representative William Cappuccino,
who attached the stipulation that
''all present debts and obligations be
met" before the second issue is created.
The board also discussed the
timetable and procedures for selecting a person to replace Daily Lobo

!
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Anti-Smoking
Law Provokes
Puffers' Gripes
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - An
anti-smoking law went into effect in
San Francisco Thursday, and it was
giving some smokers nicotine fits.
Gretchen LaFallette, secretary at
a stock broker's office and a pack-aday puffer, said she will live with the
law, but she simply must get up and
go out for a smoke every couple of
hours.
"I would feel more relaxed if I
could smoke at my desk, but I can't
and I'm living with it," LaFallette
said.
City officials said few incidents
were reported by those opposed to
the statute that prohibits smoking in
the office if any employee objects.
At the W.ells Fargo Bank, Vice
President Karen Knowles said she
was angry about her office's policy.
Smoking has been banned in all
open areas, including cubicles
where many employees spend their
entire day.
.
San Francisco police officer Paul
Makaveckas said his sergeant promised to remedy any "office" gripes.
But most of Makaveckas' working
hours are spent in a squad car with a partner who smokes.
"It chokes me out," Makaveckas
said. "I can't breathe. He's one of
those smokers who, every time he
eats, he has to smoke. We're partners. We eat together all the time.
"When I tell him how I feel, his
attitude is, 'To hell with you,"'
Makaveckas said. "We open the
windows, but if it's cold or raining,
it's really uncomfortable."
An employer can be fined $500 a
day for violating the law.
The smoking ordinance has ere·
ated a demand for electronic desktop
devices that arc supposed to elimin·
ate smoke from the air.
Air purification products range in
price from $5 to $900 and their
effectiveness is limited.

editor Stacy Green, whose term expires April 2l.
The time table schedules advertisements to be placed in the Daily
Lobo for applicants Monday. Applicants will be interviewed April 2,
and the top three selected will then
apprentice in the ally Lobo newsroom from April 3 to 9.
The new editor will be selected
April 12 and will take office April
21.
Bob Lawrence, chairman of the

journalism department and the publications board, said it was important to consider who the applicants
would hire if accepted and to ''pay
strong attention to Lobo staff opin-

ions."
Cappuccino said it was important
to consider experience and skill of
candidates.
"We don't want people to apply
because it looks good,'' Cappuccino
said. "We want people who arc
qualified."

Disqualification Rule Abuse
Prompts Procedure Change
SANTA FE (UP!)- The state
Supreme Court announced Thursday that abuse of judge disqualification procedures has prompted a new
set of court rules.
In an opinion issued Thursday,
the court retracted current procedures because they are "an unreasonable burden on the system,''
and said the justices have established new rules.
Details of the new rules have not
been released.
Under the old rules, either party to
a case can disqualify without
grounds the judge first assigned to
the case.
The court opinion disqualifies
that policy.
In an unsigned press release that
accompanied the ruling written by 1
Justice Harry Stowers, the court
says previous decisions on judge
disqualification have been inconsistent.
''Although some disqualifications of judges are justified, the fact
that over 2,000 disqualifications
were filed . . . last year indicates a
clear abuse," the release said.
"The sole purpose of disqualification is to assure that any judge

who cannot be fair and impartial
should not sit on a particular case, It
is not a procedure to be used by
lawyers and litigants to shop for a
judge who they consider may be
more favorable to them."
The ruling was prompted by a suit
between the state and Dona Ana
County District Judge Joe Galvan.
In that suit, the state sought to
disqualify the judge through the
preemptory procedure, but Galvan
fought the action, prompting the
state to ask that the judge be prohibited from hearing the case,
The court upholds the state's request for judge disqualification on
the grounds that the old rules apply
to the case.

The University of New I\1exico's Public lnfonnation Office
has changed its name to Public
Affairs.
Along with the name change,
the department's functions have
expanded, said Mary Anne
Gluss, Public Affairs director.
She said public ;tffairs is the
way an instituion deals with the
public it serves. The old Public
Information Office served the
traditional role of a news bureau,
she said.
Public Affairs will research
what the community wants and
needs to know about UNM, she
said. Improved understanding of
the University's activities will
improve its image in the community, she said.
Gluss said no new personnel
will be added to the present staff
of six. "We will build on the
contacts and experience of the
people who already work here,''
she said.
She said the office is also interested in representing any
UNM research findings to a
national audience. She said research is a major function of the
University, and the only vehicle

for presenting this inlilml<llion to
the public in the past has been
news releases.
Gluss said Public Affairs is
putting together a research magazine that will cover findings from
research done in all fields of
study at UNM.
"The magazine is only a beginning. We will be targeting
news at national media through
the magazine and news releases," she said.
The magazine will be distributed to other universities
throughout the nation, This will
help create more of a national
interest, she said.
Gluss said UNM is a "good
product" and will benefit from
more people knowing about it.
Along with sending information to other universities, Public
Affairs will be keeping UNM
faculty, staff and students abreast
of events going on outside of
UNM. Gluss said.
"We would like to expand the
department-published Campus
News," she said.
''People who want information should feel that we arc
approachable," Gluss said.
The Public Affairs office is at
1804 Las Lomas N.E.
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Letters

Forum
~-Editorial-

Alternative Ignored
If more students attended ASUNM Senate meetings, perhaps our
snnators would be encouraged to act more responsibly in their decision-making process.
In the preliminary business oft he student senate meeting Wednesday, student Sen. John Schoeppner urged his fellow senators, "Don't
just vote for something; think about it." Simple advice, yet few took it.
While congratulations would seem to be in order for the senate's
action in passing a bill to reduce the deficit, the hasty process degraded the result, and student organizations may not have gotten the
best deal possible. The senate passed an" Anticipated Revenues" bill,
ignoring a reasonable request from ASUNM President Dan Serrano
'to hold off on the vote so his alternate "Savings Fund" bill could be
adequately explained to the finance committee. Serrano said his bill
could reduce the deficit by 1985-86 withoutfinancially hurting student
organizations.
Sen. Maureen Hickey also urged that the bill be deferred until next
week's meeting. "I'm having second thoughts about this (Anticipated
Revenues) bill," she said, and withdrew her cosponsorship of the bill.
Hickey insisted she couldn't "vote on something when I haven't seen
both sides of it." Her colleagues, however, felt one choice was as
good as two, and the bill passed 12·4-1.
Neither bill would take effect before next semester, and there is no
uood reason why the senate could not have waited until next week to
allow adequate presentation of both deficit-reducing bills. Maybe the
senate wanted to present a show of action forthe student body, and to
hell with the shoddiness of the production.
There's always a chance the bill that passed is the best method for
dearing the deficit, but chance shouldn't be the deciding factor in
de<:isions about the one-third million dollars we students give
ASUNM to manage. Maybe the senators would think twice if they
made their decisions before a full gallery- instead of a half-dozen
onlookers. ASUNM Senate meetings are held at 4:30 p.m. every
Wednesday of the school year in Room 250 of the Student Union
Building.

Letters-All .. Murders' Not Equal
Editor:
Your Feb. 28 editorial was very good. It seems you've spent some
time thinking about mandatory military service. However, you didn't
account for the fact that some people want to be a waste of skin. They
don't want to get paid for getting a marketable skill. People have a
right to stop their education with a high school diploma that means
Jess and less each day.
Mandatory service would cut unemploy·
ment considerably at one of its highest percent categories- graduating teenagers. Then where would we be? Without unemployed
people, who would go to soup kitchens, live under bridges and be
forced to crime by necessity.
Webb, Corritore and Wilson certainly set things straight with their
Feb. 29letter.l myself was cleared up on a question that has puzzled
me for years. Is the person who randomly shoots into a cr~wd of
people, killing a few, the same as the person who shoots and k1lls the
first to stop further bloodshed?
Webb, Corritore and Wilson imply likeness since they call service·
men in combat murderers. So what if they liberate a concentration
camp or end a reign of terror? It doesn't matter if they're fighting
against someone who wants to take away our right to free speech or
our ability to get an education. After all, murder is murder. So if ever I
come across a man being robbed, a woman being raped, or a child
being beaten, I'll turn away. Heaven forbid I become a murderer or
otherwise offend the criminal's right to life.
Yes, I am being facetious. If I see such an act of violence, I hopelfind
the strength to become a murderer if need be. Sometimes there's no
choice in the matter. This is the problem faced by "those who serve."
John A. Curtin
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------Humor-----Long, Healthy Life Hard Row To Hoe
For Hard-Core Franks 'n Beans Addict
By Fred Kirsch
"What's for dinner tonight?" he asked, sticking
his head around the kitchen corner and snatching
a salt-free pretzel out of one ofthe kid's hands and
popping it into his mouth.
"A new stir-fry chicken dish," she said, while
opening a can of water chestnuts. "It's from that
Suburban Life Insurance cookbook my mother
sent me: Eat Sensibly and Live to Be 100."
"No, please, no," came a low moan from somewhere deep in the pantry, which he was busily
tearing apart in the faint hope that there might be a
grain or two of salt around to sprinkle on that
sawdust stalk calling itself a pretzel.
In a few seconds he came bobbing, salt-free, out
of the pantry like an enraged Roberto Duran,
throwing a flurry of lefts and rights at the 3-quart
Corning Ware saucepan on the stove before finally
slumping on a stool at the counter and weeping.
"What's the matter?" she said. "You like
chicken."
There was a time when he did like chicken.
There was a time, too, when he thought he wanted
to live to be 100. But that was before the Suburban
Life cookbook took up residence on her bookshelf.
That was before he had ever heard that fried flounder was a killer fish. Before he ever suspected
there were 3,471 ways of preparing zucchini. Be·
fore chips were banned from the house except on
legal holidays. Before he knew rice came in two
colors.
No, he thought, dabbing his eyes with the dish
towel she had handed him, if he had to endure
21,900 more chicken dinners, he wasn't so sure he
wanted to hang around for another 60 years.
At that moment, watching her opening another
bag of brown rice, he did not fear death by Big Mac
attack or being snuffed out in the prime by a hot
fudge clot. Checking out at 85 or 90 with the scent
of deep-fried onion rings on his breath would be
just fine with him. The hell with being 100.
Actually, at the rate he was going, he probably
wasn't going to make it to 41. He was already
worrying himself to death that any week now she
was going to come home from the grocery store
with malt·free, hops-free, beer-free beer, or tell
him over a veggie·stuffed pita sandwich, "Do you
know what I saw on the carton of ice cream you
made me buy today?"
"No .•• not the Surgeon General?"
"Uh-huh," he envisioned her saying with something of a perverse smile, "the Surgeon General."
"What's for dessert?" he asked, on his way to

the refrigerator to grab a beer before it became an
endangered specie.
"You'll like it. It's kind of an ice cream pie."
"Kind of?"
"I took this really great recipe for an ice cream
pie and cut down on some of the things you just
don't need to put in your system. I cut the amount
of sugar in half. And instead of ice cream, I used
yogurt."
"Yogurt?" he whined.
She nodded, while adding the bean pods to the
chicken dish.
"Plain I bet:• he said, gathering up his two chi I·
dren in his arms and whispering to them, "You
must be protected from this woman."
For the most part, he had swallowed it all: the
broiled chicken, the baked chicken, the chicken
with prunes, the pasta prim avera, the spinach pasta, the raw spinach, that brown bread with the
wood floating in it, the sprouts, the tofu, the fake
eclairs, the carob-chip cookies.
But the strain of all this healthful eating was
beginning to wear him thin.
"I'm not eating that," he suddenly found himself saying. The words came rushing up out of him
like an undigested cucumber-and-radish on crack·
ed wheat.
"I try to put out meals that are good for you,"
she said, defensively, "and this is the thanks I get.
What do you want?"
"How about a couple of dogs for starters? All·
beefers. And then some beans. With big hunks of
dripping bacon on top, like my mother used to
make. And some ...."
"You know hot dogs are bad for you. Nitrites,
salt, cholesterol. Don't you know all that stuff will
kill you. Don't you want to be old?"
It was no use arguing with her. She knew exactly
how many peanut butter and jelly sandwiches a
rat had to eat before his vision became obstructed;
how many diet colas he had to swill before his
stomach fell out.
"Forgive me, dear." he said, carrying in the
Corning Ware pot and setting it on the dining·
room table. "Do you have the broccoli flowerets,
or should I get them?"
It was a little after 10 that night when he picked
the keys off the front table, shoved a few dollars
into his pocket and announced, "I see we're a little
low on some other stuff. I think I'll pick up a few
items. See you in a few."
Her voice followed him through the closing
door, "Bring me one, too. Extra nuts and cream. I
don't want to be a widow."
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~Preppy'

Dresses for Practicality,
Low Cost and Longevity of Style

Editor:

'I

I

This is in reply to the Feb. 20
letter from George P. Chavez.
I have recently started my
graduate work here at UNM and I
am from a far-off place- New
York City. Yes, not only am I from
such an alien area, but I also
dress in the style that in recent
years has become known as
"preppy" (formerly it was "clas·
sic"). Strangely enough, I never
felt as though I was odd in my
style of dress, nor have I ever
dressed the way that I do to
"show off" to other students.
I dress the way I do for many
reasons, but the main ones for
my "preppiness" are cost and
practicability. Cords, sweaters,
layers, loafers, etc. are very
reasonably priced in comparison
to many trendy styles today.
They last a long time (thinking in
terms of classic, things like wool
sweaters and blazers are always
in style), and can be worn to
many different events. Jeans
and sneakers are part of my wardrobe too, and all these things,
together with a couple of skirts
and dresses, have always been
within my budget and totally
accepted by people I know.
Finally, I really need some
advice. I have been very busy
studying in all my classes this
semester and haven't paid atten·
tion to what my fellow class·
mates are wearing. Enlighten

me, George; what should the
studious student be wearing on
the UNM campus this semester?
Kerry Anne Crovello
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Editor:

conscientious objection. This
seems to indicate complete
ignorance on your part of U.S.
involvement in Vietnam and the
draft.
The destruction ofthe Geneva
accords, the support of a dictatorship, the establishment of a
police state, and the attempted
destruction of all its opponents
werelare intolerable crimes. The
pretexts for the "escalation,''
especially the attack on North
Vietnam, should remind us of
nothing less than those offered
for Hitler's adventures in Europe.
The combination of aggression,
experimental weapons (napalm,
agents Orange and Purple), in·
discriminate warfare, and concentration camp programs re·
qui red, to implementthem, alarger pool of people to draw from.
The Vietnam draft served this
purpose.
Although you address the
issue of conscientious objection,
did it occur to you that if the U.S.
government were truly encouraging a peaceful national
posture the people of this country would have a genuine feeling
for peaceful responses to international conflict? Let me remind
you that conscientious objectors
do not "grow in the soil of freedom," but live in the land of an
obligatory military service.
Finally, you say that the United
States "may one day tempt
oppression and war with our
weakness." This implies that big·
ger armies (read: Communism)
lurk around the corner. I believe

I would like to respond to the
Feb. 28 editorial, "Military Service Essential for Protection of
Rights.
You point out that Americans
take their security for granted,
"believing on faith ... that there
will always be an anonymous
army there to secure for us our
right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." The United
States is conducting a war in
Central America in which it has
tolerated and supervised every
form of bestiality against a primi·
tively armed peasant population.
Mutilations, mass executions,
rapes and the dispatch of
thousands of refugees to camps
in Honduras and southern Mex·
ico have characterized this war.
Such conduct cannot be de·
scribed as securing our/their
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
There is a large body of opin·
ion in the United States which
opposes this war,. but the government persists in carrying it
on. The "preparedness" that you
advocate, for me, only presents
the danger of the existence of a
larger, more adventurous U.S.
foreign policy.
Your comments on compulsory military training are, to me,
utterly amazing. You say that the
solution is to "require that upon
reaching the age of 18, one go
through two years of military
training." You go on to state that
this is a "call to preparedness,
not to war" with the. option of

:g ¥

$1.00
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Quote Belongs
To Shakespeare
Editor:
the corner preacher
campus crusader
was mistaken
he said he knew
what God said
he said
God said
nothing new under the sun
- i t wasn't God, it was
Shakespeare.
Stephanie Amedeo-Eineker
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I read Michael A. Gallegos' letter of Feb. 27 with great sorrow and
disdain. The racism Mr. Gallegos wishes to advance can only impede
the growth of this great state.
He states that the media is racially biased against our Spanish·
surnamed leaders because it dares to criticize Gov. Anaya and Dan
Serrano, which is as ridiculous as believing that the media is racially
biased against Anglos because it criticizes Reagan. Quality governmentis not ensured by the race of its leaders, and the public's right to
criticize its government does not offer immunity to any group.
Mr. Gallegos vaguely refers to some plot going on to undermine
the education of Hispanics in order to keep them subservient. Nonsense. Poor public education hurts everyone, regardless of race.
He also states that "our (native New Mexicans') language and
customs have almost been taken away from us by those transplanted
New Mexicans." I suppose he means to say only Hispanics can be
native New Mexicans. I am a fifth generation New Mexican whose
family has been active ftom Chama to Las Cruces. They have owned
businesses and ranches, worked in mines and in organizing labor,
taught school and picked onions, helped to build the railroad and
been decorated for bravery in the service of their country, among
other things, and every one of them has been proud to be a New
Mexican. I resent Mr. Gallegos telling me I am not a native New
Mexican because I am not Hispanic, and I am sure many others resent
being told their families· contributions to the state do not count.
The blatant racism Mr. Gallegos expresses is truly a sad sight,
especially in this state, where cooperation and mutual respect exhi·
bited by all people is the only way we New Mexicans can ensure the
healthy progress of our state.

car wash

Carlos G. Rodriguez
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Editor:

New Associate

that open warfare between the
super powers would mean no
less than a nuclear war. In the
talk of fanatical anti·
Communists, with ideas such as
a Soviet take-over of the United
States, a world without human
beings is preferable to a Com·
munist world! This thinking is
only appropriate for the insane.
Clearly mandatory military service, in the context of present
and past U.S. foreign policy, has
only been a pretext to interven·
tion.

~

David P. Estes
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Military Preparedness Offers Danger
Of More Adventurous Foreign Policy

'Bias' Charge Ridiculous
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Biology Magazine Hires
Visiting UNM Professor

MeiJlories of Treasure at Peach Springs Recalled
Editor's note: Frank Broilo was
the l'irst director of Contract
Archeology at the University of
New Mexico, until his death in
1979.

Harvey Bialy, a visiting res(!arch assistant profcs>or, willlcuvc the Uniof Nl~W Mexico biology department to become '>Cil·ncc editor of
Hwtechno!ogv magazine.
Bialy will move to New York to a;sumc the position with the 15,000clrculation publication, devoted to industrial biology.
At UNM he has taught molecular biology and molecular genctic.s while
working with Dr. Tokio Kogoma on stabliized DNA replication in E. coli
hactcria.
vrr~ity

About midnight Frank Broilo and
after
the long drive down Route 666 from
Shiprock. Now, it is a late winter's
morning and frost stiffens the mud at
I made camp near Tohatchi -

Network Workers' Votes
Could Result in Walkout
NEW YORK <UPil - Seven
h~llldrcd CBS and ABC television
l'mployccs voted Thursllay on a
midnight .,trike which could I(Jrce
network anl.'hormcn Dan Rather and
Peter Jcnmngs to write all their own
nl'Wscasts.
The ncwswritl'rs and graphic
artists rcprl'sented by the Writers
(iuild of America wew balloting 111
New York and ( 'hieago. The current
three-year l'ontral't expired at 12:0 I
a.m. today.
Ouild spukc~man Dan Ratner said
if member~ did vote to strike, the
walkout c:ould bcf:in just after midnight.
"Our plan is to walk at 12:0 I
a.m .. but things t•an change," Ratncr said.
A "formal" vote on the strike
wa~ scheduled in Los Angeles for
today, but it was the Thursday vottng ··-· and whether negotiators
could beat tile midnight deadline ~
that were expected to detcrnnne if
there would be a walkout.
The negotiations between the
Guild and management were being
pressed at the Guild's Manhattan
offices in a marathon session begun
Wednesday. Ratner said. Contract
talks opened Jan. 3.
The biggest stumbling block to an
agreement was the issue of jurisdic·
tlun, Ratner said.
A management proposal that the
Guild give up some previously ex·
elusive union work would mean a
loss of jobs, he said.
"It's the issue nf juri~diction that

could t·ause u strike," Ratner said.
"We can't negotiate on that.''
Abo to be decided are salary and
benefit is.'>UC!i, he .~aid. The union
was seeking a 30 percent wage hike
over a three-year contract period.
The walkout by radio and television news writers und graphic artists
would affect such programs as
CBS's 60 Mimllt'.l, CBS Momin!l
News ami The CBS H1•enin!l Nt!II'S
with Dan Rather, ABC's World
Nt•ws Toni11ht with Pelt!r h'nniiii/S.
20-20 and Gwrl Morn ill!/ America.
The Guild represents employees
of both networks and their local
affiliates in New York ami the CBS
affiliates in Chicago and Los
Angeles. NBC employees arc represcntcll by a different union.

• new mex1co
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camp's edge. Dawn has broken over
a low mesa to the east, and slender
threads of sunlight sparkle among
the icy crystals.
Dirt roads arc firm this morning,
but wanner afternoons will soon bog
the Navajo Nation in a sea ofimpassable mud. Frank has already started
his battered Dodge van. The hood is
up and he is wiring a modified metal
thermos to the truck's manifold.
We'll havchottcain lOmilesorso.
Last night we ate cold Dinty
Moore and washed it down with ginger brandy, hot from the manifold.
As the old Dodge bounces down
the pipeline road toward the highway, Frank becomes very animated.
He is anxious to reach Peach Springs
where he found New Mexico's westernmost Paleo-Indian site a few
years ago.
From roughly 10,000 to 5,000
B.C., small bands of these ancient
hunters-gatherers wandered New
Mexico. leaving behind their dis·
tinctive lance and dart points,
At Portales, Frank wrote his
graduate thesis about Palco-Indian
toolmaking, so his find at Peach
Springs was a personal triumph.
There, most of the stone used in tool
manufacture came from deposits at
Washington Pass, nearly 50 miles
away in the mountains northwest of
Tohatchi.
A few miles north of Gallup,
Frank leaves the highway and turns
cast on a rutted dirt track. After
several teeth-jarring miles, we arrive.
To the right, the land slopes
sharply downward to a wide arroyo.
There, erosion has exposed several
hundred acres of an ancient day surface. It is a miniature "badlands."
Stark, lumpy and windswept, small
layers of stony soil jut upward from
ancient clay,

Al<l•an,drio King

"Famous Indian Leaders" was the theme of an educational show on the mall Thursday
sponsored by the Encyclopedia Britannica Company.

Rats Show Caffeine, Defects Not Necessarily Linked
WASHINGTON (UPll ~·-A
new federal study found that caffeine did not cause birth defects in
rats unless the pregnant mothers
drank the equivalent of at least 18
cups of coffee a day, the Food and
Drug Administration said Thursday.
Although the findings seemed to
cast doubt on the seriousness of caffeine as a potential cause of birth
defects. the FDA said it stands by its
1980 recommendation that pregnant
women avoid the stimulant or use it
sparingly.
Caffeine, a bitter crystalline alkaloid, is found in coffee, tea, many
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soft drinks, chocolate and a number in a number of products," Brown
of over-the-counter drugs, particu· said.
larly diet pills.
There have been concerns for
"It would be wrong to say we are years about caffeine having the
now reassessing our position," said potential to cause birth defects. A
Bruce Brown, an FDA spokesman. 1980 FDA study that suggested such
"That would suggest we arc now a danger triggered the FDA warning
contemplating some major shift. and a national movement toward
That is wrong. What we arc doing is caffeine-free drinks.
more research."
The new study was conducted by
Dr. Sanford Miller, head of the Dr. Thomas Collins, an FDA toxFDA's Bureau of Foods, was quoted icologist, who performed the 1980
in The Washington Post Thursday as study and has just begun a third one.
saying, "There are still some quesThe 1980 projeetinvolvcd forcing
tions. At this mo.ment, we're not large single doses of caffeine into
going to make any change in our the stomachs of pregnant rats. Birth
position."
defects were found in offspring,
Miller said the agency will review mainly toe or paw defects and someall the data and then "sec whether times a lack of a paw.
Based on this and other evidence,
we want to keep (our recommendaJere Boyan, FDA commissioner at
tion) or modify it."
Brown, confirming Miller's com· the time, said it would be "prudent"
ments, said caffeine is probably still for pregnant women "to avoid cafworrisome in large amounts and feine-containing foods and drugs or
to use them sparingly,"
probably acceptable when limited to
Collins' second study, ordered by
two or three cups of coffee, tea or
Goyart
in 1980 and begun last year,
cola drinks a day.
differed from the first. Instead of
''But there are so many variables, giving single massive caffeine
like body weight, and you have to doses, he put varying amounts in the
realize you are exposed to caffeine drinking water of 457 pregnant rats.

This study found no excess incidence of paw defects in the
offspring. There was a frequent deficiency of bone growth, but only in
the offspring of rats who sipped the
equivalent of 18 cups of coffee a
day.
Brown said the third study will
involve simulated breast feeding
with baby rats being given caffeine·
laced water. He said the research is
not expected to be completed until
next year.

Today' s Events
Phllotoph1 Clab wUl p1esent a lecture by Professor
Anne Tyler on "Unlpliuln, the cartesian Split: the
Effects of the Physical SnviroM1cnt on Learnlna and
Behavior" at 3:30 p.m. In the Philosophy Library,
Refreshments will be served 11 3 p.m. in lhc
PbUosopby Lounae. Marc lnlarmatlon is available at
265-3580.
UNM Watorpolo Clab willm<ct from 7 to 9 p.m.
Monday thraush Friday at the ol)'lllpie pool.
Everyone Ytelcome. More information U available at
881-lO~.

UNM Cl!eu Chb ..-Ill me<t every Monday and
Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. in NM Unloo Room 23l·E.
Everyone is Invited. Marc inlormation is available at

·Land Plan May
Enrich Duke City
By $22 Million
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thlrd Annual lnlemationill Day Dinner at 5 p.m.
Friday and Saturday at the Swe<twater Cafe, Yale
and Lomas. More information ls available at 2-12·
2-107.

CJ••

Ballroom o....
will m<ct 11 7 p.m. in 1hc
SUB. Cua del Sol. l>enny McClure will alve 1 cha•
cha !&on. More lllfotmatlon Is available at 2994535.

ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) - City
officials have developed' a plan that
could lead to development of a large
tract of land just cast of Las Cruces
and put as much as $22 million into
city coffers.
City Council members will con·
sider a proposal Wednesday that
would have Jack Pickel develop the
2,833-acre tract. He would provide
financing for the plan, which would
include residential, commercial and
other development.
Under terms of the plan, Pickel,
36, would have to make the city $6
million quickly ~ at the latest, ·
within 11 years.
But if he fails, said Montrose
Simms, an Albuquerque financier
who headed a group that studied
Pickel's proposal, "he'll be out a lot
of sweat and money, and we'll still
own the land. The proposal doesn't
put the city at risk.''
Las Cruces Mayor David Stein·
born said the city is growing east·
ward toward the land ownd by Albuquerque but believes "it's prcma·
turc to start developing the land.''

c..,.,

UNM
Obtoml017 Will be open every
Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. weather pcrmlulna.
Admission b lr« lnd children must be accompanied
by an adu!L More !nlormttlon It available 11 277•
1«6.
Bopdtt Stdtal Uatoa wUI pracnt Movie Nlabt at
7 p.m. at the SSU. More Information r. available al
2-13·$401.

This Weekend's Events
Atso?
H

~ou.

fliNGE IENEFifS

vorkln~~; Ori 1i
dll!&r~l1!. \II!. havi!

are

Haatn'•

M...., nd Cluoldl """'""'" will 1pe11or a
Carnival Dance from 9 p.m. to I Lm. Saturday a!
the lnlcmadonal Cenlcr, Tlckcu are $2 In advance
and S2.~ 11 the door, More Information iJ available
at277-3721.

MEDICAL lfNEFIU

a fit:ho-hrlihip for You:

lASt EXCHAN(U
~·IVIlEOES

ALSO

MUCH,MI.ICH

;{J

Mote
ALSO

Ue need hithlY qual

;>

deet.tieal engtneeu who

ile have polllt!eiliil Jn the
tcdloving aren:

POIUIUJ a

PllQI:;
Navigdtoi'

wlll dth.er grnduue in
the neilr future or alrt!ltdy
degrtl!!~

Ctu'leunt~atton

£lett •

Splice Systefltll

Wedther
Sclontlrfi:' Oft'H:et

A_dloto lor Nodoar Dlat-t will sponsor a
workshop on "Helplnj Children Tllrouth the
Nuclear NIJhllrlare" from 9:l0 un. to 4:lO p.m.
SaiUrday ll the Albuquerque Public library, Sib and
Copper. More informalion I• ovallableai2'77·Jll2,

Monday's Events
UNM Racquetball Clab will tncet at $:30 p.m.
up,..lrs ht lhe south-end sludy ol the SUB, second
floor. More lnlormatlon Is avallabl• al 265-00!19 ot

171·21XI1.

ALL MID FOR BY TH£ UNITED SIAltS AIR FORCE
Fur rntuc hl!nnMt hm plr3!H1 -t'iitl 'ff•('h Sur,plint t<iCh Vleal"

at f. 505~ 298-!1,2. or .-:lop by
"lG!i li$t1l,dr:r; t1hd o1t.
Alb:.! UF' ll~ ,.t·J 8'?112

tJNM Rainbow Coallllon mteu al 4 p.m. eYery
Monday al the Chicano Student Services. More In·
rormnllon lsilvallablc at171·l020.

A hundred yards from the road a W:!shington Pass 6,000 to 10.000
long reef of veined basalt rock prot- years ago yield a creamy. glassy
rudes from the slope. It lies in sever- stone - razor sharp when properly
al elongated courses that follow the flaked.
lip of the draw. Each course is lower
Palco-Indian toolmakers particuthan th~ one before it and separated larly sought the delicate pink variety
by crev1ces several feet wide - like to fashion into lanccheads, so we
a gigantic stone washboard.
intend to keep a sharp lookout for it
Infrequent rains wash Paleo- as we search among the basalt
Indian artifacts into the crevices and troughs.
trap them there. The entire site covThe hunt for artifacts begins in a
ers an area of about 1,000 square crevice about two feet wide. At its
feet - the size of a modest house. bottom, soil and twigs arc mixed
Brightly colored stone chips, with pebbles, broken rock and many
waste from artifact manufacture, lie small stone chips. The work proscattered about. We collect a sur- ceeds slowly. Pocket knives become
prising variety of these in a few mi- "pokers" used to dig out buried
nutes. From these bits of stone Frank flakes.
separates a number that range from a
Soon a knife tip exposes a large,
very pale pink to dull yellow to the pink oval chip the size of a watch
color of weak coffee. All of these dial. From one end a series of small
were carried here from Washington flakes have been removed to create a
Pass.
semi-circular edge. It Is a "Folsom
The chert nodules quarried at Period" hide scraper, about 10,000

.

years old.
Only an expert could distinguish
this scraper from ones found at the
original Folsom site, cast of Raton,
or from hundreds found along
Blackwater Draw between Clovis
and Portales.
Folsom toolmakers' unique
''quality control" was so consistent
that the stone used in manufacture is
often the best clue to a particular
artifact's place of origin. That is
why tracking down the color. grnin
and sources of stone is so important
to archeologists.
More tedious poking among
thousands of hright chips turns up
only several small lancchead fragments. These arc often impossible
even for experts to identify accurately, Few people realize that the tip
portions of lance or arrow heads arc
far more nearly alike than stem and
base parts, which vary more in ~hape

RECORD BAR'S GUIDE TO TACTICAL SCHOLASTICS

THE OLD SHEU.

BRIBERY-Face it. $5.99 isn't
much. no matter how meager
your professor's present salary.
However, a well intentioned
gift of the new Eurythmics'
album, "Touch", may sway the
TA He's probably lonely and
looking for a little kindness in
the academic world. A sure
bet-offer to type his thesis.
Record Bar lmows he'll be
charttable.
making tastless remarks about
vartations, the old excuses work the average intellegence of the
well. Your roommate ate your
alumni association. You'll need
notes. How can you possibly
to crash faculty cocktail parties.
take a test when the nuclear
Take along the new album by
arms race is healing up. A
Motley crue, and say you're
shadowy figure liberated your
the D.J. When you get the
take home exam in the name
poop, threaten to tum the
of oppressed third world
hapless educator in unless he
nations. The new album,
forks over a 4.0.
"Jungle" from Dwight Twilley
has redefined your educational
goals. These excuses should
buy you precious time.
CORONADO CENTER
a little
eavesdropping you can catch
the Person with the Big Red Pen

•
~-

•

This

one is tons of 1Un but you won't
make the Dean's List. Confusion
is the object. Filf in three of
those funny little computerized
answer sheets with different
variations of your social
securtty number and plead
ignorance. A gift of "Points
On a
from Wang
Chung may make your
•
professor susceptible fo
suggestion. She fears Data
Processing more than kiting
grades.

curve·•

THE BIG LIE-With a few

BIACKMAIL~With

because methods of attachment to
wooden slwfts dmngcd at various
times.
Noon comes and, discouraged.
we arc about to give up. Suddenly.
Frank whoops! In his palm is prize
enough for any textbook -- an intact Folsom lancehead! It is an exquisite pale pink with little speckles
of darker rose-colored inclusions about 2 '1.. inches long and grooved like
a bayonet.
Even the distinctive but fragile
Folsom "cared tips" have survived
at each corner of the indented base.
Such a perfect Folsomlancehcad is a
rare anll impressive find.
On hanlls and knees we search
every square inch ncnr Frank's find,
but the stone yields no other prize.
Reluctantly, we pack np, wiring a
fresh thcmms of tea to the old van.
We have business in Gallup thi~
afternoon. Our time has run 01•1.

Reeord.Bar®

RECORDS, TAPES & A LITTLE BIT MORE.

STUDY-Although many students
see this as a last ditch effort, the
Record Bar highly
recommends it. It's the safest i1
not the easiest way to ace your
mid-tenns. Cracking the books
is much more enjoyable with
music from "She's 5o Unusual''
by Cyndi I.auper.You will
discover Great Thoughts and
. Intellectual Breakthroughs.
Give it a try. It can't hurt. Much.
RECORD BAR'S TOP STUDY

AIDS FOR JU5r $5.99

P<rgc tJ,

N~·w M~~iw
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Arts

Arts

Women's Art Show in ASA Gallery Good, Not Great
By .Johanna King
The Watermelon Mountain Jug
Band has been strumming banjos
and washboards, blowing kazoo~.
combs and jugs, ph1cking fiddle~
and washtub basses and doing what·
l'Vcr you do to spoons for almost
nmc year~ in an attempt to introduce
to a new generation · and revive
for an uldcr one
the traditional
soumb of jug bnml music.
Jug band music, cxplained Water·
ijjclon Mountain Jug Band member
kiT Burrows. was created by street
mus1c1ans in Memphis and Louisville. Alhuqu<:rque·~ Jug Bunt! tries to
c:untinul.' their tradition nf w.ing only
Ul'Oll'>tll' 111strt1ment., to generate
country, blw:)!rass, ragtime and nld·
tunc pop songs.

·1 he hand's rcpcrtoin: is c:ompris·

cd mmtly of original .,ongs. often

By Ann Ryan

New Mexico-related. These include
"Turquoise Tickle," written for a
local radio ~tation album, "Double
Eagle," a commemoration of the
transatlantic balloon flight, and
"Willie Nelson's Picnic," written
for the singer's performance in
Albuljucrque.
The Jug Hand, which fonncd as
the result of an introductory jug band
musk class. has earned a reputation
around Albuqucr4uc as a generous --- if not sometimes a bit ccccntrk
group. Its five members al·
ways st:etn to be on hand to supply
the cntcrtuinmcnt for worthy local
causes.
For example, a few months ago
the hand released a single called
·'The Dinosaur Shuffle.'· The song.
'" ~ongwritcr Burrows explained.
was an attempt to get m1ifacts that
arc discovered in the state kept here.
continued on page 9

"Ten Women/Artists," on exhibit at the A1t Students Association
Gallery in the Student Union Building basement at the University of
New Mexico until Friday, is a good
show.
It lacks any work that is either
horrible or great. There are pieces
that evoke emotional responses, but
nothing that is sensational in either
the good or the bad sense of the
word ..

'

The Watermelon Mountain Jug Band (/eh to right): Gary Oleson, Ben Perea, Barbara Piper,
Steve Wilkes and Jeff Burrows.

The works of the 10 artists differ
from each other in approach, content
and effect. Barbara Groth us'
"Shrine/Culmination" has a sense
of fun that is reminiscent of Ken
Saville's "Dot Your Eyes and Tease
Your Cross. "
Like Saville, Grothus blends the
religious with the ridiculous, and
blends it fairly well.
Groth us • mood is playfuL Page

Coleman's acrylic on wood paintings are disturbing and strong, especially "CLM at it Again" and
"Compensation for Services Rendered."
In "CLM," an eerie nude stands
before a dark sky with a jagged
streak of lightning - a disturbing
and powerful image. Coleman's
work is neither restful nor pleasing.
It is hard to forget.
There is good work with photo·
graphy in "Ten Women." The
series "Mezzanine Installation" by
Ellen Garvens shows a command of
both disiplines. The rooms portrayed are both lovely and Ioney,
and the viewer walks away feeling
rather wistful.
Maggie Hasbrouck's "Untitled 14" is a series of photographs of
·men - attractive men - done in a
straightforward and even cheerful
manner. They give one the sense
that both the artist and her subjects
enjoyed the session, and that sense
of enjoyment comes through in the
work.
One questionable inclusion in the
show is Barbara Hart's "Untitled
1982." It is a woven rayon and silver dress and a lovely one at that.
But, as they say, is it art? "Untitled

1983," a collage, with its subtle use
of muted colors, is a better example
of Hart's artistic talent.
One rather puzzling note about
the show overall -· why arc so
many of the works titled "Untitled?"
Pauline S. Sanchez' three monoprints, all in shades of black, white
and grey, arc wonderful. "Both
Faces" is abstract, mainly black in

tone and emotional. "Untith:d" is
lighter in tone and has the feeling of
a delicate Japanese haiku. "Bon·
dagc" is the moodiest of the three; it
looks as if it is peopled with ghosts.
All three have a grace of line and
movement that makes one want to
linger over and savor them.
Overall, "Ten Women/Artists"
is well worth the trip down to the
SUB basement. The gallery has

Everything you've always wanted
fro111 a ski trip, for less•••
Don't miss this exciting opportunity to
enjoy the "Old West" atmosphere and
perfect snow conditions of five of Utah's
most popular
ski areas.
Your NCSA "National

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
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N.M. Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
17¢ per word per issue, four or less
times.
12¢ per word per issue, five or more
consecutive times (no refunds).
$1.00 minimum charge.
Deadline is 1 p.m. the business day
before the ad is to run.
131 Marron Hall 277-6228

At•mrte Garde Strlts- Sub Cinema: 1
(Thursday}.
1111 a.JI/ - M Plaza: Frida)' and Saturday at
mldnlgbt.
Blame It on Rio- Cinettia l!rut: 7:30, 9:30
(weekdays); 1,):10, 5:20,7:30, 9:30 (Saturday
and Sunday), Louisiana: 1, 3:15, 5:30,7:45, 10.
Broadwa)1 Danny Rost- Coronado:· 1:30, 3:30,
5:30,7:45,9:45.
OJTisllnt ~ M Plaza: Friday and Saturday at
midnight.
Cry oflht Black Wolf- Far North: 1:15,3:15,
5;15, 7:15,9:15. Hiland: 7:30, 9:30 (weekdays);
1:30,3:30,5:30,7:30,9:30.

Drtssrr _. Coronado.
El NOTtt- Guild: 7:30, 9:30 (weekdaY>): 3:30,
5:30,7:30, 9:30 (Saturday and Sunday}.
EmpV, of Pa.rdon- Sub Cinema: 7, 9:30
(Friday and Saturday),
Fanny and Altxaildtr- Los Altos.
Foottooit- Far North: t,. 3:10, 5':201 7;30,
9:40.
H""l' 1111d Son - Lobo: 7:/s, 9:30 (wtekdaysJ:

Canvan J;;ast (7605 Central N.E.) - Still
Cocldn(durtng happy hour): David Rogers.
Chtl!a Strt"et Pub (618 Coronado Sbopping
Ctnler N,E.) - Roadside Revue.
Coop<nge (7220 Lomas Blvd. N.E.) - BiB
Beat.
Cowboys (3301 Juan TaboN.E.) • Moon Pie,
Danbl's t2900 Coors N. W.) - Linda Cotten and
StreetLIIe,
Friar's North (4410 Wyoming N.E.)- The
Chems,
Friar's Pub (682S Lomas N.E.) - Spcciill K,
HunarY Beor (1200 Wyoming Blvd
N.E.) - Midwest Coal!.
Plllmlr!o Club (2900 Coors Blvd. N.E.) -Full
Circle (during happy hour): Hatch Brothers.
Stdar Blicktt1 (4100 San Mateo Lane
N,E.)- Babe RUthless.
Shughneuy's
(Academy
and
Wyoming) - Freddie Chavez.
Srria11lcr't Cun (Eubank, south of
Monaul)- 50 5.
Wine Cellor (6001 Lomas N.E.)- Ron
Cummlnp and thellenYer Smith Band.

Talking With, by Jane Martin, will be presented
at 6 p.m. March 21, 22, 23 and 24 In the uxu
!heater ns pan or th.e "Xt 1 Theater Series.
Admission Is S2.
Paint YDur Woron will be presented by the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera at 8:15 p.m.
March 22-24 and 29-31 and 2:15p.m. March 25
and April J at Popejoy Hall. Ticket information
is available at34S·6577.
La Ytbtna dtla Paloma, a Spanish operetta, WJII
be presented by Zarzuela de Albuquerq_\Je at 8
p.m. March 23 In the KiMo Theater. Tic~ets are
$5 and $4 at the KIMo Ticket Orflce.
Wlldrboy, a musical adaplation of "Dark of the
Moon" by James Oi.llaWay and Robert Hartung,
wilt be presented at_ 6 p~m. March_lS in the uxu
Theater as part of the New Play Reading Serie$.
Admlssionb$1.
Haren Stttft- Dane~ Qulntn wlU appear at 8 p, m.

March 30 at the KiMo theater. Tickets are $6 at
the KIMoTicketOifice.
C/4UieaJ Marl< will be presented by Michael
Anthony at3 p.m. April! at the KiMo Theater.
Tickets are $3 and Sl at the door and KiMo
Ticket Office.

1:30, 3:15, 5:30, 7:15, 9:30 (Saturday and

Sunday).
Lasslt<t - M Plata: I :30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30.

Wyoming.
M- SUB Cinema: 7, 9:30 (Wednesday),
Ntwr CTy Wolf- Cinema EasL
Pink Royd: Tht Wall- M Plaza: Friday and
Saturday at midnight.
Rtpulslan - Rodey: 7:30 (Sunday).
ThtRflhtStu/1- Far North: 1:30,5,8:30.
Sahara- MPlaza: 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30. Wyoming.
Slllcwood - Louisiana: 2, 4:30, 1, 9:30.
Smurf 1111d lht Ma1le Rult - Eastdale: 7, 9
(weekday!); 1:30, 3:15, S, 7, 9 (Saturday and
SundaY).

Tnnu oj Endiannint- Coronado:- 12:30,
l:SO, S;lO, 7:30, 9:45, Far North: 3:30, 7:25,
9:50.
Utifalthfully You11- M Plaza: 1:30,3:30, 5:30,
7:30,9:30. Coronado: l,l:to, S:ls, 7:45, 10.
Vnt/to- Don Pancho'" 7:15, 9:30 (week•
days); 3:13, l:4S, S, 7:15, 9:30 (Saturday ltlld
Sunday),
WuAmd Pau- Los Altos: 7:l0, 9:30 (week·
days); 1:30, 3:30, 5.30, 7:30, 9:30 (Saturday and
Sunday). Far :North: 1:30, 3:20, 5:10, 7, 9.
Ymrl ....

LouiSiana: 1:30,4:1$,1.9:40.

SprlnltlmtJpatt, _a dance concert. witt be
presented by the UNM Dance Department at 8
p.m. todaY: artd Saturday in Rbdey Theater.

Tickets are Sl at the fine Arts bo.11: Orrite.
Spokm Dnams Btfrirt tht Mournin8 will be
pre!enled by th( Albuquerque Li~lle TbeateratS
p.m. Friday and Soturday and l p.m. Sunday,
Tickets ilte $6.
Tht /JIUbtr of St>lllt will be prc>cnted by the
Albuquerque Opora Theater at 8:15 p.m. Ftlday
and Saturday and 2:1S p.m. Sunday llttheKIMo
Thcati:t. Tickets are SIS, $12, SID, $7.
Twy/a 1hup DDIIet will be prmnted at 8:1l
p.m. Tuesday In Popejoy Hall. Ticket! ate 518,

Art Education Goller)' (Masley Hall, C<lllege or
Education)- 11 Juried Art Exhlbition11 and
11 Youth An Month
Exhibition,. on display
through March 16.
Teocbln1
Gollory
(New
Art
Building)- "VIrginia . Commonwealth
UnivenilY School of the Arts Student Book

Show-•i dn display throu1h March 9.
Untnnlty of Ne" Mnko Art MliHUDI (fine
Am Center)- HRecen't work by Depa..rtment
or Art Focult)': Elen Felr!ber9" on duplay in the
Upper Rear Galler)' Tuesday through April I;
uAmeri'can Liihoaraphers! 190()..1960" on
display In the Upper Gaiter)' throul!h April I;
Bruce NaurnanDennb Oppenheim: Drawings
and Models lor Albuquerquec Commission• on
display in the Lower Gallery through March 25;
John Prahl: Power Places on display in the
North Gallell' through April!.
Muwoll Mu,.um of AntbropoloJy (Univmty or

New Mexico Campu&) - "The Chaco
Phenomenon'• on display thrmish May
:27;"Tu·mins t.eaves: Photographs tram
Japanese-American Fim1lies in Gallup New
Meodco" on dbplay Sunday throusbJuly l.
Tbomp•oti . Goller~
(New
Mexico
Union)- Handmade papet. cast pape_r and
reller prints by Nancy J. Young on display
through March 14. Reception for the artist 2
p.m. Thu"day,
(113
Romero
Morlpo51
Gollery
N.W.)- 11 Reflecttons" on display thtoogh
Monday.
Pl111 Eicolonte Gollery (412 Central
S.E.)- Photographs by Joe Cabaza on display
March 9 through March jj, Receptlon ror the
Grtist at7 p.m:. March 9~

516,$13.
111rm You Comln8 Baclr, Rtd RJ"d" will be
presented at. the Vorte;~t _Theater at 8 p.m.
Tnursday·Saturday and 2:30p.m. Sunday March
9·25. Ticket inrormation it avai!ableat247·8600.

Bla Valley (8904 Menaul N.E,)

hOglrt.-s

~The Oocters.

(Montgomery Plata) ..... Face
l'nc<(upstnlts)i Rush Ifour (down<lillt$).

to

Counter Jonsloli/Ps}chomolar will be at the
SUB Ballroom today, Ticketure$3 and S3.SO.
Frderko Jlmenu VRI1f11e will give a clas_sical
suitar recital at 8:15 p.m. today In Keller Hall.
Ticket! arc $3 ror the !.enera1 public and 51 tor
students a.nd faculty.
Merle Houonl will be at the Kiva Auditorium
today. Tickets are D.vi.ilable at World Wjde
Ticket Centers.
A.n I:•ealnr ..uh Wldoni HU! featuring Will
Ackermtn. Alex DeOrassi and Uz. Story, at
Popejoy Hall Saturday. Tickets are $9.50 at

Giant oi.itlc:ts.
Doy olfernulon featuring Bob Becker, all day
Saturday In Koller Hall. A schedule or the entire

day's eveflts is available from the department of
music, Tickets areS5, 53 and Sl.
Ne" Melka S)'tllplany Orcllettro will give a
concert at 2 p.m. Sunday in Popejoy llall.
Pcopl~ are Invited to &ring their own InStruments
10 participate in a portlan ttf the ''William Tell
Qyerlure,u
JOJt Solaur will be at Woodward Hall at .l p.m.

Sunday for a special matinee performance.
TickcU are 55 for the general pulblc and S3 for
studenlll at Oiint outlets.
Tbe Serophln Trio will petrorm ot 8:15 p.m.
Wdnesday In Keller Hall. Ticket! are $2, $1.50
and$1,

Dot and Merle Wa1aoti will ·perrorm Wednesday
at the KIMo Th<ater.
A•leep 11 the Wheel "Nill be at theliungry Bear

March 11. Tickets ilre 56 nt Oiant outlets.
Pretenders/The Alorm will be at tho Clvle
Auditorium March 13. Tickets are $11.10 at
Giani outlets,
Ozry O.bourrie/Molley Cme will be al Tingley
Coliseum March 13. Tlckeh at Giant outlcu.
Holly Near will be at the K!Mo Theater March
16. Tickets are SIS, Sl2, $10 at Full Circle
Bookstore and the Kil\!oTicket orfice.
Donlel Gwln/Dorlene Golner will perrorm nl
8:15 p.m. March 21 In Keller Hall. Ticket! are
S2 1 SI.50andSl.
Y"/Berlln will be at Tingley Coliseum Mar. 21.
Ticket< are$12.60 at Olant outlets.
Astrid Vlono Groth wilt perform at B:IS p.m.
Mnr<b 23 In Keller Hall. Tickd irtrotmatlort is
availablf all77·4402.

continued from page 8
"All the bones found in New
Mexico were being sent to other
places all over the country," he
said. The group sold almost 10,000
copies of the single, which received
local radio airplay, and donated the
proceeds to the Albuquerque
Museum of Natural History.
The Jug Band is also a supporter
of the rccemly renovated KiMo
Theater, holding its own "Duke
City Jamboree" there as well as its
annual benefit concert for the New
Day Runaway House.
About a year ago, the Jug Band
joined forces with the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra - a somewhat odd but well-received combination.
The union of the two groups, Burrows recalled, carne about when the
Jug Band was asked to participate in
an NMSO fund-raising radio·athon.
Following the fund-raiser, the Jug
Band participated in the NMSO's
"Best in the West" benefit at the
Kiva, the "June Jamboree" held
downtown and now "The Great
NMSO Play-in" which will kick off
the symphony's 1984 fund drive
Sunday afternoon in Popejoy Hall.
The play-in will provide an
opportunity for interested people to
participate in an unusual rendition of
the "William Tell Overture." The
Jug Band will also perfonn a few of
its original songs, and group members will offer comb· and kazooplaying lessons.
After contributing so much of
their time and talents to the bettering
of Albuquerque- playing for
almost every kind of benefit imagin·
able, said Burrows- Jug Band
members arc now asking for the
community's support in what they
are calling their "Five Step Plan.''
"We've done a lot for the com·
munity, and we've found a unique
way for them to help us," Burrows
said.
The plan first involves recording a
national single; next, perfonning on
a national television show (Burrows
named as examples Austill City
Limits, HeeHaw or The Tonight
Show); then, auditioning an act, and
maybe doing a show, on Broadway;
perfonning with other symphonies
across the nation; and, finally, doing
a telethon for the Jug nand and inviting talent coordinators from across
the nation to attend a Jug Band con•
ccrt.
After discussing the plan, Burrows added that the band members,
who all hold jobs in town, are not

per
person

Collegiate Ski Week" 'M

package includes:

Jug Band
JAMES STEWART KIM NOVAK

been domg shows that lu·e not only
important to the cultural life of
UNM but to the cultural life oJ' the
city as well.
Given, not every show it has done
is of profc~sional quality, but it has
developed into a gallery to be taken
seriously.
ASA Gallery is open from ll
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

* 6in nights
lodging at the Temple Square Hotel
Salt Lake City, based on double occupancy
* 5Park
days skiing with lift tickets for Alta, Park City,
West, Snowbird and Solitude

anxious to leave Albuquerque but
rather arc looking to expand their
horizons,
Band members - Burrows, Barbara Piper, Steve Wilkes, Ben Perea
and Gary Oleson - believe, said
Burrows, that Albuquerque is "not
the place to be discovered," and
they are ready to receive some
national recognition.
"We're not asking for money.
We'rcjust asking the community to
help the Jug Band- to support, endorse and advocate its own," explained Burrows. "We're looking
for fame more than fortune.''

* An NCSA/Miller Lite "Wild West" Party with a
band and free refreshments
* An NCSA/Miller Lite "on-mountain"
Beer & Cheese Party
* Admission to the NCSA/Miller Lite
Cup "Fun Race"
* All applicable Utah taxes
*Services of Travel Associates
professional on-site staff
The

National
Collegiate
Ski

He said Albuquerque could also
benefit from any fame the Jug Band
receives, especially since not too
many locals have made it big.

Association Is sponsored &y
Ute 8eer from Miller

"Glen Campbell played here
once, about 25 years ago, and Norm
Ellenberger got some national attention," he recalled, but added that
other than these two men and
perhaps a few others, New Mexican
haven't received much fame.
The play-in begins at 2 p.m. Sunday. Admission is free. More information is available at 842-8565.

ASUNM-PEC

Contact:

.j

TRAVEL
ASSOCIATES

1-800-558-3002

Tour Date:

MARCH 10-16

presents

An Evening with Windham Hill
Live
featuring

William Ackerman
Alex deGrassi

Liz Story
saturday, March 3, 8:00 p.m.
at Popejoy Hall
TICKETS reserved seats $9.50, available at all Giant ticket outlets,
Popejoy Hall and SUB. For information call 277-5602.
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Sports

Sports

Lobos Try To Hold Third Place

Robertson---- UNM Looking To Stay Perfect

By Steve ,Johnson
The University of New Mexico
women's basket hall team makes its
l<~st road trip of the season this
weekend, traveling to Las Cruces
for a g.ame against New Mexico
State.
Despite the fact that the Roadrunm:rs arc in last place in the High
Country Athletic Conference, Lobo
Coach Doug Hoselton docs not look
forward to the trip.
" "/ don't want to go to Las
Cruces," said Hoselton. "It is always a war when New Mexico and
New Mexico State meet. They have
a chance to plav the spoiler in the

conference, and I'm sure !hey rclhh
the role. They won't hand it to
anyone."
The Lobus defeated the Roadrunners in Febuary, 57-41, at University Arena. Forward Alison Foote led
UNM with 14 points in that game,
and center Yvonne McKinnon had
12.
Sally Anderson, who started every game for UNM up to that point,
was injured prior to the first NMSU
game and has not seen action since.
Hoselton is not sure when Anderson
will return to the team and said any
speculation would he purely opinion. He said he will wait and see
what Anderson's doctors decide.

Smith, New Mexico Down Utah
SALT LAKE CITY (lJPIJ ~·
Phil Smith hit one of two free
throws with two seconds left in overtime to give New Mexico a 45-44
Western Athletic Conference victory over lJ tah Thursday night.
Smith's free throw came after
New Mexico had held the ball for the
en lire five minutes of the overtime.
Regulation ended in tl tic at 44-44.
The Lohos took the overtime tip
and held it until 17 ~cconds was left
in the overtime period. They called a
time out, and with ahout six seconds
left, Smith, the all-.:onfercncc point
guard for the Lohos, took the hall
and drove down the lane.
With two seconds left, Smith was
fouled hv Manuel Hendrix.
The referees determined it was a

shooting foul, and Smith, an 80 percent foul shooter, hit the .first of his
two awarded foul shots, giving the
Lobos the win.
Smith also had a chance to win the
game in regulation, hut his turnaround jump ~hot fell off with two
seconds left, sending the game into
overtime.
Leading scor~r in the game was
New Mexico's Tim Garrett with 18
poinls. Smith added II.
Kelvin Upshaw led Utah with 14,
while Chris Winans added 10 points
and was the leading reboundcr on
the lloor with J 2 boards.
New Mexico is now 22·8 and 105 in the conference. Utah fell to 1017 overall and 4-11 in the conference.

Smith Named to All-WAC Squad
DENVER Cl!Pil -San Diego
State forward Michael Cage led all
voiC·gctters on the 1984 Westem
Athletic Conference all-league team
announced Thursday.
Brigham Young's two senior for·
wards, Brett Applegate and Devin
Durrant, also made the first-team.
Others named to the squad were
li1rward fred Reynolds of Texas-EI
Paso and guard Phil Smith of New
Mexico.
Cage led all vote-getters with
215.
Second-team selections were:

&~2J

lY< ;,
..;

.J.,

Tony Martin, center, Wyoming;
Luster Goodwin, guard, UTEP;
Chris Winans, center, Utah; Rich
Strong, forward, Colorado State;
and Jack Miller, forward, Hawaii.
Players receiving honorable mention were: Todd Beer, Tim Lewis
and Maurice McDonald, Air Force;
Mike Gray and Scott Mann, CSU;
Greg Hicks and Andre Morgan,
Hawaii; Alan Dolensky and Tim
Garrett, UNM; Leonard Allen and
Anthony Watson, SDSU; Kent
Lockhart, UTEP; Manuel Hendrix
and Kelvin Upshaw, Utah; and Troy
Washpun, Wyoming.

The Mountains
& Rivers

SNOOZE
YOU LOSE
SALE
Sat. Mar. 3

All Winter Clothing and Cross Country Ski Gear will be
on sale. Top quality name brands like Patagonia, Ros·
signol, Wigwam, Altiwear, Epoke, Asolo, and much
more.
Starting at
7:00am-8:00am
40% off all winter items
8:30am-9:30am
35% off all winter items
lO:OOam·ll:OOam
30% off all winter items
11:00am-12:00noon
25% off all winter items
12:00pm·l:OOpm
20% off all winter items
1:00pm•2:00pm
15% off all winter items
2:00pm-closing
10% off all winter items

continued from page 10
boast such backing from their athletic departments.
Now that Robertson has completed his 1984 schedule, he sees
other challenges ahead before he begins to coach UNM in its opening
game Sept, I against Air Force.
There's money to be raised. The
Lobo soccer team holds the unique
distinction of being the only varsity
team at UNM that receives no
money from the athletic department.
These Lobos sell their sport and
their team on the off season. It's
soccer camps, soccerT-shirts and an
occasional flea market which sputter
them to their destination, usually in
a van that seats 12 people but sleeps
only four.
Robertson would also
like to see the WAC accept more
teams. Currently, only four teams
(San Diego State, Brigham Young,
Air Force and UNM) out of the nine
conference teams have varsity
status.
If another WAC team were
granted varsity status, the conference decision-makers would be
pressured to accept soccer as a conference sport.

New Mexico lost both games of
its road trip last week, dropping into
third place in the HCAC with n 4-3
record. New Mexico State is 0-7 in
the conference. Brigham Young,
which beat UNM 93-71 in Provo last
week, is in first place with a 6-1
record. Utah is 5-2 and beat UNM
66-58 in Salt Lake City last
Saturday.
The Lobos hope to break out of
the shooting slump which plagued
them on the Utah trip. They shot 39
percent for the two games, compared to better than 50 percent for
their opponents.
UNM's leading scorer, Alison
Foote, shot a combined 9-39 from
the field in the games at Utah. Hoselton said Foote's slump was a combination of defenses concentrating
on her and her shootinl! being off.
"People tend to notice Alison·
when she is shooting poorly, because she can cause so many problems when she gets hot,'' Hoselton
continued. "With the exception of
Yvonne McKinnon, our whole team
is slumping, and everyone needs to
come out of it."
McKinnon led the Lobos in Utah,
scoring 44 points and grabbing 24
rebounds in the two games.
Following the NMSU game,
UNM closes out its season with Competitive stair-runner Dave Nash practices his sport by
home games against Wyoming and running up the steps of the First National Bank building. Nash
Colorado State, Wednesday and
is practicing for the big one- the annual run up the Empire
March 10, respectively.
State Building.

Lobo Briefs
Baseball
The University of New Mexico
baseball team will travel to Las
Cruces for three games against the
Aggies this weekend. The teams
will play a single game at l p.m.
today and will start a double-header
at noon Saturday.
The Lobos sport a four-game winning streak and are 4-6 on the
season.
UNM returns home March 9 for a
30-garuc hvmestand. The first game
will be against Wichita State at 1
p.m. at Lobo Field.

Robertson Bolsters Schedule
By Jim Weisen

Craig Robertson had little trouble
learning the game of soccer. He
learned that sport years ago in his
native country of Scotland when he
was but a wee lad.
Robertson made it through school
successfully and is now a professor
of chemical and nuclear engineering
at the University of New Mexico, a
job he's had since the mid 1970s.
One of the professor's biggest
challenges oflate has been scheduling games for the UNM soccer team.
Robertson doubles a~ the Lobos'
head coach.
The variables were against him
running a nationally competitive
soccer team. He's had little money,
little time and a lot of work, and he
coaches in a state with only one
varsity-status soccer team.
Coupled with the fact that UNM
gained varsity status in mid-June of

last year, far-sighted scheduling was
impossible.
But the professor/coach overcame
those variables in the short time
available, filling the 1984 Lobo soc·
ccr schedule with tulented and competitive teams.
Besides scheduling teams in the
Lobos' member league- the
Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Soccer League (RMISL) Robertson has scheduled the University of Evansville, which was
beaten last season by the eventual
national champions, Indiana, by
only one goal.
"If we beat them, it would be
equivalent to (UNM) beating Michigan in football," Robertson said.
The Lobo schedule also includes
Colorado College, a playoff team
last season in the NCAA Division 3,
and North Texas State, a perennial
NCAA Division I top 20 team.
"I think we are playing a far better
schedule than I anticipated when the

Put The Campus

InA Mailbox

program first began," said Robertson. ''When I look at this schedule, l
sometimes think we'll be lucky if we
aren't 0-13" by season's end, he
said.
Along with the 13 varsity teams
Robertson has scheduled are a few
teams that have yet to gain varsity
status - Colorado State, Texas
Tech and Arizona State.
Robertson said he likes to play
non-varsity teams within the South·
west to promote soccer in the region.
UNM also has scheduled Chihuahua Tech, a team from Mexico
that has never lost to UNM.
In the pre-varsity era, when for22
years the team was just a chartered
club at UNM, othertcatns were hesitant to travel to New Mexico. Since
the team received the varsity status
stamp from UNM's regents and
athletic director, things have
changed.
"The other non-varsity teams are
willing to travel and play us now,"
Robertson said. • 'They like the fact
that they can usc the athletic facilities at UNM."
Under club status, the team was
forbidden to use most of UNM's
athletics facilities, and non-varsity
teams were hesitant to travel to
Albuquerque to play them.
With varsity status, the team now
enjoys use of a soccer field, the
athletic weight machines and assistance from athletic trainers. Not
many schools in the Southwest can
continued on page 11

Gymnastics
Brigham Young will visit New
Mexico for a dual meet in University
Arena at 7:30 tonight.
Ru~ty Mitchell's crew will also
visit Greeley, Colo., Sunday for a
meet against North em Colorado and
Air Force.
New Mexico is 9-0 in dual meets.

Swimming
The New Mexico Lobo swim
team will head to Laramie, Wyo .•
for the Western Athletic Conference
Championships today and Saturday.
Head Coach Bill Spahn said he
expects Hawaii and Brigham Young
to be the toughest competition in the
meet.

Tennis
The University of New Mexico
men's tennis team will take on the
Colorado School of Mines at 2:30
p.m. Monday at the Lobo Tennis
Club.
Lobo Coach David Geatz is confident his team will win the match. He
said, ''I can't recall when we've lost
to this squad, if·ever, and having just
beaten Arizona State and Oklaho·
lila, we're even more prepared to
win again."

For $10.00 a year, you can have a
Daily Lobo mailed anywhere in
the United States. Mailed everyday of the regular school year and
weekly during the summer session.
Send it to your relatives; it's easier
than writing about what's going
on at UNM. Or send it to yourself.
That's convenience! You'll be sure
to get a Daily Lobo everyday.

The longer you Snooze the more you Lose, so set your alarm, roll
out of bed, and head down to Mountains & Rillers for early morning
madness. In the early part of the sale, we will stop at % hour
intervals to enable us to ring up your purchases.
Earn an eldra 10% by wearing your paJamas!
Coffee Will be available.

LEARNING

BLOCK7

YOU PROBABLY
DON'T HAVE ONEI
Chances are,
your rusty skills
111<!811 a

MEMoRV BLOCK,
not aleamlng block.
latus help
''Bring It all back.'

C.hiinese Culture Cenf)ter
...

Drop By
llatf Room VH

Tai Chi,
KungFu

~lm:mn

or mail yoin· check to

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books

Daily Loho

~~1=
2GS·4876, Mon•Fti1D·G, Sat 10·5

llnx 20, l'!\SI
;\lhurttwrqm•. 1\~1 1!71:31
Send a Dai(1• l.o[!o Sub,criptiort to:
City,

Signnturc,

Stale,

Zip, _

.

3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N,J\.f.
Next To Lobo Theater

Classes

Starting
Enroll Now

Call 268·7023

'...,.

•

Robertson says another priority is
to buy bleachers for fans, something
he hopes to acquire hy the fall heme
opener.
In the meantime, he is pleased
with the progress of the UNM
team - a team with a majority of
New Mexicans.
As he continues his quest for
national exposure for the team, he
will continue to be plagued by problems, large and small.
But Robertson has attacked each
problem he's faced in logical
fashion - one at a time - and
maybe soon his efforts will lead to a
UNM success story in the sport of
soccer.

By Steve Johnson

With a perfect 4-0 record
already chalked up, the University of New Mexico women's softball team retums to action this
weekend.
The Lobos host Northern Arizona Saturday in a doubleheader, and the next day they
face New Mexico Highlands in
another twin bill. Play begins at
I :30 p.m. both days at Lobo
Field.
Lobo Coaches Susan Craig

and Ken Johnson expressed conccm about the team's pitching
prior to last week's games. Their
worries were in vain a~ Lobo
pitchers Allison Maney and Erin
Putnam allowed no earned and
only one unearned run in the four
games.
The wind blew both days, but
UNM was up to the challenge. It
beat Texas Tech Sauturday, 4-1,
behind Maney's three-hitter in
the first game, Putnam then shut
Tech out on three hits in the
second g01me, and UNM won 2-

0. Sunday. both threw shutouts · Maney beating New
Mexico State 3-0 and Putnam
beating the Roadrunners 1-0.
New Mexico hit .236 as a team
but came up with the timely hit
when needed. The Lobos stole
eight bases in the four games.
Sheila Blonigan and Kim Noyes
led the way with three each.
Kathy Dyer and Putnam both
hit .500 for the weekend, while
catcher Diane Settle hit .400 and
Noyes hit .333.

1\fiNNif:, I I.Ovt; ~nul Mil' key.
Jt2
MANl.;- Kans;;;:Tmisnc•u bube C"nn
hardly wn1ttill spring brenk!!!.
3/Z
CIII•:f:RS TO YOU Marco, Greg, Mlk~, Mrtd AIIMnl
You're !uper blM brothel"lll And "that'• what we like
about you"l Lon, your Jlhlstel"ll.
3/l
UONEL,I WORRY uboutyou.llubbles.
3/2
MAI!.K, HOW ABOUT a bllllnna split? Love,
Sparkle.
3/2
IIEY PI Pill'S sec you ill MI!Zlltlan. We will have a
bench'n time. The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha.
3/2
PROJ'ESSlONAL MALE CLIQUE seeking
relationships with financially secure women.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Ask for Steve or Terry at

TC> Yilt

2S5·26SS.

3/2

JERRY, I'M SO glad it's finally the weekend I I love
you babel Jen.
3/2
VINC.'E H, WE know someone that's beuer for you
than the one you've got. Some concerned friends.
3/2
SOPHOMORES! MONEY GETI1NG tight? Books,
fees, tuition for the next two years PLUS monthly
checks could be yours with a two-year Navy
~cholarsltlp. No obligation to check it out! I Call 766312
3895.
Sf:ND YOUR MESSAGE to that spedal someone or
friends and family. Make contact with a message in
the classlfieds today, DeRdllnc: I p.m. the day before
tfn
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.

Food/Fun

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Says It All
Selling your car? Someone
special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Marron Hall. Deadline is
1 p.m. the day before it is to
run.

Las N otic las
Ud\RN HOW TO pick up women at bar, disco, and
partiu. This book will help you. Send $10 check or
money order to: Stanley Cooks Enterprizes, 3232 San
Mateo NE, Suite OS I, Albuq. NM 87110.
319
JUNIORS WITII 3.0 minimum GPA interested In
mortar board: Information available at student
attivlliescmterlnSUD. OueMarch9.
3/6
GIRL SCOUT COOKIES. Oct yours from Brownie
Troop 289. Saturdays on campus. We deliver. 2965085.
3/2
CONCEPIIONS SOUTIIWEST WILL have a list of
accepted art starting Monday, March'· Dates to pick
up work will be In the lobo Monday.
3/2
MCAT REVIEW STARTING March 2 to Aprl120,
For more Information come to SUD 24-0.
3/S
"TilE IIEART
the mauer; consc:lously in·
vestigatlng our living and our dying." A weekend
workshop by Dale Botslum, dlrcc:tor of llvlng/dyins
project in Santa Fe. March 10.11. Cost:S'O or ability
to pay. Contact Pat Dolan at293·2061.
3/2
('LUBt MI-:ETJNG1 EVENTt Advertise in lu
Nolieias. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
departmentund orgallizations.
trn

o•·

Personals
A HAPPY TWENTY first birthday to Coco
Arth•bald. Love, Ruben.
3/2
PEGASt•s, liAVF, A wonderful weekend. My
though" as well u my heart will be with you - u
nlMY9:_XOX- Jerry.
3/l

ROCKADILITY WITH "IHE Breakers. Sunday,
312
Murch 4, Friars Pub. 8:30.
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD7 The Daily Lobo has a
pi~"' for your classlfieds about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Oivc the details
tfn
today in "Food/Fun.".

Services
PRO•. F.BSIONAL QUALITY TYPING for your
school papers. Call Virginia day or evening. 2963096.
3/8
24HOUR TYPING service. 298·5110.
4124
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, EDITING. Mary. Days
3/30
881-1724. Evcnlngs26S-1088,
PROF&'iSIONAL TYPING. TltE.'iES. Reports,
IBM. Campus pickup/delivery, 281·2913.
511
PAPERS,
DISSERTATIONS,
TIIESES
professionally typed on IDM word processor. Free
editing. 298-6006.
3/4
WE DO QUA J.IT'V residential painting. Interiors and
e~terlors at reasonable rates, For free estimate in
University area, call VIctor 242·7096 or Tony 2437058.
3/9
TUTORING- MATIIEMATJCS, STATISTICS,
French - Masters Dcsreed Instructor. Reasonable.
3/5
266-4247 evenings.
STAT TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE: Resmes, term
papers, manuscripts. 266-S686,
315
TODDLERS' PLAY GROUPS. Monday through
Thursday 9a.m. to 3 p.m. One day or all four, Ncar
UNM. 262-0591.
3/2
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dlsser•
tations,termpapers, resumes, graphics, 831·3181.
3/2
80 CENTS/PAGE. Oegreed typist. 344-3345.
3/28
WORD PROCESSING. RVE years experience,
Jllghest quality, term papers, dissertations, resumes,
Spelling, editing. 822-0342.
3/6
TilE WORD MILL: Six years professional typing,
editing. English MA. NcarUNM, 25~16.
317
3/23
TAXPREPARATION9Z66-GI63,
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs In my home, Tbe
Other0flkc884-6564.
3/2
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quallty lessons, sales,
rentals and rcpalu. 143 Harvard SE. 265·331$,
tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from UDelles, SOI9 Menaul NE.
8884778.
tfn
CONTACI'S·POLISliiNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washinston.
t(n
ACCURATE INFORMATION AIIOUT contraecption, sterlliutlon, abortion. Right To Choose,
294.0171.
tfn
l'REGNANCV TESTING & couruelins. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

Housing
A ONt; BDRM furnished Apt. Utilitieo; included
$285/month. 268·0525.
3112
ONE Bt:OROOM APARTMENT two blocks from
campus. Available March IS. 268·S221.
312
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent. Partially
furnished. UNM area, SIBS/month. 266-6872.
317
FOR RENT MARCH thru August, Three bedroom
house five minutes from UNM. $375/month. 242·
4786.
3/6
SMAI,L ONE·DDRM house. Old Town area. Singles
only. SIBS plus utllities. 831-4176,242-3512.
3/2
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370, All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. I 520 University NB. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $2SO/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished·securlty locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

newsletter. H916) 944·4444 ex!. unewmexicocruise.
3/30
PART.'OME JOil afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Savcway Liquor Store at $516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
3/16
AIRLINES HIRING! STEWARDESSF..S, reservatlonlstsl S!4·$39,000, Worldwide! Call for
directory, guide, newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4444 ext.
3/30
unewmexicoalr.

Travel
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
LOST: PRESCRIPTION GLASSES: Brown frames,
brown tinted plastic lenses, yellow case. Need
desperately. Reward, Call298-8459 after 5:00 p.m.
3/8

WALI.El' LOST 2i30/84 in ladies locker room
Johnson Gym. Call 296-4623. No questions asked,
reward offered.
3<5
GLASS&'> FOUND ON Redondo Drive near
312
Johnson Field.
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions Ill CIUilpUs Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
CIIECK IT OUT- Kaufman's West, a real armynary store, Is moving to 1660 Eubank, between
Constitution and Indian School, in early March.
3/6
Digger store, same bargains.
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? Are current
payments (premiums) too high1 There arc many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
lnq11ire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners, and life Insurance. No pressure or
pushy sales pltcb. Ask for John at292-0511 (days and
evenings).
3/6
CLAssiFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall,
tfn

For Sale
COMM.·\DORE VIC.20 WITII data-set. $100, 255·
tfn
CIIEVY NOVA 177. 4·door, NT, PIS, P/D, 6 cyl.
VW camper 173. Both great condition. Must sell.
Tel., 8354430.
3/2
SKIS 190s, BOOTS size IO(M), poles SIOO. 25S·2SS6
after 1:00 p.m.
3/S
GIRL'S THREE SPEED huffy bike. Good condition. $)0, Call evenings 345..4808.
3/6
THREE CHEAP CARS. 74 Capri. 73 Buick. 75
Honda Civic. 268·2652.
3/5
MOTO GUZZI MSO cafe, 4000 miles, 1981. Not even
broken in yet. $2500 or best offer. Call Mark 2681475.
3/2
KING TROMBONE W/F attachment $250. King
TenorSax$2SO. 265-1016.
3/2
VESPA MOPED $450 or best offer. Call Louis 292·

8066.

1999.

3/2

CI.ASSIFIEDS WORKI SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or what·have·you in the New Mexico Dally
Lobo classified advertisements.
tfn

Employment
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR recruitment day
will toe held, Wed., March 7, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. west
lobby Johnson Gym. Come talk to ~mp represen·
tatives.
317
WORK TliREE EVENINGS, Saturdays. Earn $75
wkly. Must have auto. Phone 10 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
3/7
only. 266-7888.
WANTED: GAMES ROOM table custodian- two
hours dally, 10 p.m.-midnight. Work study qualified
preferred. Contact Randy at277·6492.
317
CIVIL ENGINEERS- PEACE Corps bas two-year
International assignments beginning this summer In
road construction/structural cnsineerlng and
water/sanltation engineering. DNDS In Civil
Engineering required. Call277·2961.
3/6
TEACHER TO WORK afternoons with aftcr•sehool
program. Red Cross swlmmlns certified preferred.
Possible full·tlme summer employment. 294-3703.

YOU AIN'T
HAD ONE YET?
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The 1oprs
are opel)!

Goclfathds Pizza™
Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone
247·9591
also at

5306 c ..ntral. sw
8700 Menaul Blvd. ~E
1835 Candtlarta, NW
5500 Academy, NE
Aloo In Rio Rancho

836-0142
299-6666
345-8568
821-7:t62

3/S
S.W. BRONZE FOUNDRY needs an ellperlenecd
artist technician. Call for appointment 242·7489.
IS07FirstNW.
3/6
CRUJSF..SIIIPS ARE IIIRINGI 516--$30,0001
Carrlbcan, Hawail, world. Call for guide, directory,

c;overed

Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
lndtan Jewelr~·
OLDTOWN

TAKE NOTE.

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
277·5656

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 - candle
6 Got going
11 Beseech
14 Antilles
island
15 Clyster
16 Caviar
17 Embrace
18 Louis- - :
Can. P.M.
20 Originate
22 Bracer
23 Stain
25 Earliest
28 One of the
3Bs
29 54, to Nero
30 Dutch city
32Par34Jamb
39 Locale
42 Italian city
43 Frog: 2wds.
45Cyrus46 Witty books
49 Being
50 Money
54- ofTroy
55 Body joint
·56 Curved
58 Aspects

60 Breed
63 Stay aroUI
66 Irving hero
67 Gog and 68 Dugouts
69 Ending for
expert
70 Love deeply
71 German
president

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Mortar mixer
2 Toledo gold
31singlass
4 Thwart
5 Reputation
6 Make active
71ntruded
8 Jelly
9 Chalice .
10 Marlne: abbr.
11 Circus.
12 Kind of boom
13 Sailboat
19 Despoil
21 Early p.m.
23 Explode
24 - and
bacon
26 Glasgwegian

SNEER

30 Army groups
31 Exasperates
33 Origin suffix
35 Sweet ~
36 Apparent
37 Gem
38 Edgy
40 Ham's sire
41 Barrier
44 Expander
47 Back out
48 M.I.T. grad

50 Naples isle
51 Molding edge
52 Breadth
53 In the know
55 Meat dish
57 Afr. gazelle
59 Thrash
61 Ramble
62 Back in time
64 -tag:
German day
65 Appraisal:
abbr.

